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Transitions, Transformations, and Outcomes: The Challenges of Achieving Excellence in Nursing Education

Call for Program Proposals

New Session Showcasing Innovation and Best Practice

The 2017 SREB CCEN Conference Planning Committee calls for member nursing programs or related member agencies to submit proposals for a new session at the Annual Meeting. The session will showcase best practices or innovations in two-year, four-year and graduate programs in nursing education. They must also exemplify the conference theme. The Committee anticipates three or four 15-minute presentations during the 90-minute session, each followed by a response and brief discussion period with the audience.

Presenters are to discuss a single innovation or practice that they have implemented at their institutions — although it can be a comprehensive, multi-faceted one. After each presentation, a panelist-responder will comment and then moderate a brief Q & A session.

Presenters will identify the program level for which their innovation/practice was developed: two-year, four-year, graduate — or multi-level. The selection committee hopes to identify practices at various program levels, but is committed first to selecting high-quality practices. See guidelines at www.sreg/nursing.

Successful proposals will:

- showcase programmatic practices consistent with conference themes
- present an innovation/best practice with potential for advancing nursing education or practice;
- describe the practice’s genesis, implementation, impact, continuity and sustainability, evidence and data for benefit;
- describe presentation methods, showing how the presenter will engage the audience
- not exceed four pages, 11-point Georgia font, double spaced, 1” margins
- provide email address for each presenter, designate primary author.
- use attached proposal cover sheet

The CCEN Executive Committee expects to recognize the programs or agencies selected to present in this session with awards for Innovation in Nursing Practice.

Send proposals as a document attachment to: Joan Lord at joan.lord@sreb.org

Deadline for submitting proposals: August 25, 2017
Expect committee response by September 4, 2017
Presenter’s confirmation to participate by October 2, 2017.
Proposal Development

The proposal should clearly answer these questions:

1. How does the practice proposed for this presentation transition or transform nursing education (or nursing practice) — with outcomes that are consonant with excellence?
2. In what ways does this practice have the potential for advancing nursing education or nursing practice?
3. Does the proposal describe the program’s genesis; its implementation, its impact, its continuity and sustainability and the evidence and data associated with it that indicate it is beneficial?
4. How will the presenter engage the audience with information about the program so that the audience will understand the potential impact of the program?

Be sure to adhere to the proposal limitations on length and style: no more than four pages, 11-point Georgia font, double spaced, 1” margins. Also, no proposals will be accepted after the deadline: September 1, 2017.

Proposal Review

Proposals will be reviewed by nurse educators. Awards will be given on behalf of SREB’s Council on Collegiate Education for Nursing

Proposal Submission:

Send Proposals to
Joan Lord at joan.lord@sreb.org
joan.lord@sreb.org

Deadline for submitting proposals: August 25, 2017
Expect committee response by September 4, 2017
Presenters must confirm their agreement to participate in the session not later than October 2, 2017.